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High-speed photography, like traditional photograph
can provide quantitative information as well as quali
tive. Nothing enlightens and opens the human mind l
an image whether for technical information or esthetics
professor-friend of mine~DLP! once stated, ‘‘I hate it
when a colleague says a particular function is time in
pendent. Almost every function or natural phenomena
time dependent if you observe the right time scale!’’
1851, William Henry Fox Talbot attached a page of t
London Timesto a wheel, which he then rotated in fron
of his wet plate camera in a darkened room. As the wh
rotated, Talbot exposed a few square inches of the ne
paper page for about 1/2000th of a second, using sp
illumination from Leyden jars. This experiment resulte
in a readable image and ushered in a new science
technology: high-speed photography~HSP!. In the 1870s
Eadweard Muybridge used HSP to answer the quest
‘‘Are all four hooves of a horse off the ground at any o
time?’’ In the early 1900s telephone circuit switch cl
sures and ‘‘bounce’’ were studied by HSP. HSP has co
a long way from these early days.

Today HSP includes videography, gated-CCDs, an
plethora of combined technologies for specialized ap
cations. HSP is used to study such diverse subject
micrometeorite impact on satellites, laser welding, iner
confinement fusion~ICF!, laser surgical procedures, las
pulse duration, communications, automotive airba
lightning, and defense technologies. The late Dr. Har
E. Edgerton’s stroboscopic images of athletes in act
and birds in flight did much to inform the public of th
benefits of HSP. Many scientific HSP images are not
enlightening to the uninformed but to those who kno
and collect the information it might as well be a view
any of the ‘‘Wonders of the World.’’ The late Dr. J. S
Courtney-Pratt patented the first electronic streak and
aging tube to convert photons to electrons and back by
use of electronics, giving rise to the term photonics tha
now broadly used and applied. Most HSP research
new hardware has been developed as international ef
by major research laboratories in Russia, France, the
Germany, Japan, Canada, China, and the USA with
nificant contributions by individuals in many other cou
tries.

Unfortunately, most scientific and engineering applic
tions of HSP are learned ‘‘on the job’’ rather than in
formal classroom or university research laboratory. M
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universities do not teach HSP courses in a formal man
and as such most students are unaware of its poten
Hopefully this special section will encourage young s
dents to become aware and interested in how HSP ca
a tool to solve technical problems. The papers in this s
cial section represent some of the technologies and ap
cations of HSP. For a more complete understanding of
technology and its diversity one should refer to the P
ceedings of the International Congress on High Sp
Photography and Photonics~ICHSPP! that has met bien-
nially since 1952. Some of these papers will be ora
presented at the 23rd ICHSPP in Moscow, September
25, 1998. Information regarding the 23rd ICHSPP can
found on the SPIE web page: www.spie.org. The edit
encourage your attendance and participation.
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